Exilis Elite Facelift
As we age, so does our skin. Skin tend to lose its shine and elasticity with age, and
that’s what makes us look old. Thankfully, that is no longer a problem in today’s
environment as it can be easily sorted out with advancements in medical
technology.

What is Exilis Elite Facelift?
The Exilis Elite Facelift is a non-invasive treatment approved by the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA). Exilis Elite Facelift rejuvenates the skin of the face and
promotes collagen growth, which will soften and smoothen wrinkles. Due to its
unique outcome, it is often seen as the preferred choice to the traditional surgical
facelift procedure.
How Does It Work?
How does the Exilis Elite Facelift work? Well, Exilis Elite uses ultrasound
technology and Radio Frequency (RF) that transmit energy to the deep tissue.
When used on the treatment area, you will feel a warm sensation. This is because
the Exilis Elite has the capability of reaching deep into the skin tissues while
utilising an advanced cooling technique to protect the skin from experiencing
further damage.
Unlike the traditional invasive facelift, the risks for this procedure are extremely
low and will only cause redness for a few minutes. In other words, the recovery
after Exilis treatment is brief and painless.

If you are considering the Exilis Elite Facelift, what then can you expect as a
patient?
While undergoing this procedure, the skin’s condition will be monitored constantly
for a comfortable treatment. The transmitted heat can then rejuvenate saggy skin
and smoothen wrinkles by promoting growth and production of collagen in the skin
to improve its texture and elasticity. Once the new collagen is formed, loose skin
will look younger and tighter.
A Multifaceted Treatment
While Exilis Elite is mainly used on the face, it can actually be used on practically
every part of the body, as scientifically proven. Most patients use Exilis Elite on
areas such as the face, neck, abdomen and lower back, arms, decollete, hands,
buttocks, bra roll, calf, ankle, thighs and knee. To ensure a successful outcome, the
patient might need more than one session of Exilis Elite facelift treatment, but that
is dependent on the treatment area and skin texture.

Safety & Side Effects
Unlike the traditional invasive facelift, the risks for this procedure are extremely
low and will only cause redness for few minutes. In other words, the recovery after
Exilis treatment is brief and painless. The patient can resume daily work straight
after the procedure.
Important note:
The Ministry of Health of Singapore does not allow the publishing of before and
after photographs and patient testimonials in advertising materials. If you visit our
clinics for more information, we will be happy to show you more photographs and
pictures of our patients.

